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ABSTRACT

This publication describes uniform definitions for cardiovascular and stroke outcomes developed by the Standardized Data Collection for Cardiovascular Trials Initiative and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA established the Standardized Data Collection for Cardiovascular Trials Initiative in 2009 to simplify the design and conduct of clinical trials intended to support marketing applications. The writing committee recognizes that these definitions may be used in other types of clinical trials and clinical care processes where appropriate. Use of these definitions at the FDA has enhanced the ability to aggregate data within and across medical product development programs, conduct meta-analyses to evaluate cardiovascular safety, integrate data from multiple trials, and compare effectiveness of drugs and devices. Further study is needed to determine whether prospective data collection using these common definitions improves the design, conduct, and interpretability of the results of clinical trials. (J Am Coll Cardiol 2018;71:1021-34)

Published jointly by the American College of Cardiology Foundation and American Heart Association, Inc.
This publication describes uniform definitions for cardiovascular (CV) and stroke outcomes developed by the Standardized Data Collection for Cardiovascular Trials Initiative (SCTI) and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA established the SCTI in 2009 to simplify the design and conduct of clinical trials intended to support marketing applications. Specifically, the FDA convened the SCTI based on the need for standardization following the FDA's publication in December 2008 of the guidance for industry titled "Diabetes Mellitus—Evaluating Cardiovascular Risk in New Antidiabetic Therapies to Treat Type 2 Diabetes" (1) and in response to a growing interest in developing a universal medical vocabulary for CV and stroke outcomes. The SCTI includes representatives from academia, professional societies, the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium (CDISC), Health Level 7 International, the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative, pharmaceutical and CV device manufacturers, and the FDA, including the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research and the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (Online Appendix 1 and SCTI Contributors). A major limitation in comparing outcomes among trials within and across drug and device development programs has been the lack of uniform definitions for key endpoint events. Pre-specified endpoint definitions that are characterized by objective criteria and reported uniformly can help address this problem. Drafts of the SCTI’s CV and stroke outcome definitions have been available in the public domain since 2009 (“Standardized Definitions for Cardiovascular Outcomes Trials: Draft Recommendations,” dated July 22, 2009, and discussed at the public meeting on September 11, 2009). SCTI posted these definitions for public comment on the CDISC website from November 2010 through January 2011 and on the American College of Cardiology (ACC)/American Heart Association (AHA) website from March through April of 2014 (2).

The goal of this document is to provide a framework of definitions for CV and stroke outcomes in clinical trials to assess the safety and effectiveness of a particular treatment (Online Appendixes 2 to 12). These definitions are based on published medical data; clinical and research expertise; published definitions and guidelines; and SCTI's interpretation of specific laboratory tests, diagnostic tests, and imaging techniques.

All definitions have limitations and will not be satisfactory in every case. Some flexibility in applying the proposed definitions may be necessary to address the specific population being studied, intervention under investigation, duration of follow-up, and disease process. Outcome measures appropriate for a particular trial may vary according to the type and objectives of the clinical trial itself, the therapeutic
area, and whether a drug or device is under study. Hence, the intent of the writing committee is not to be overly prescriptive. The writing committee recognizes that these definitions may be used in other types of trials and clinical care processes where appropriate and that definitions may change over time as new clinical information is developed or as new biomarkers or diagnostic tests become available (Online Appendix 2). The writing committee also recognizes that despite our endeavor to consolidate the best evidence and opinions to develop these definitions, studying our experience with the current definitions is needed to determine the most suitable approaches to optimize definitions for clinical outcomes.

For some large trials, questions have arisen regarding the value added by central adjudication of outcomes compared with a site-determined approach (3). In other trials, differences in event rates have been demonstrated based on approach (4). Regardless of the process used for event identification, the application of evidenced-based uniform definitions can increase the reliability and accuracy of study results.
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The following sections focus on decisions made by members of the SCTI and the rationale behind the decisions for each definition. The publication titled “2014 ACC/AHA Key Data Elements and Definitions for Cardiovascular Endpoint Events in Clinical Trials” contains the data standards for these definitions (2).

DEFINITIONS

DEATH. Death is routinely ascertained as an efficacy or safety endpoint in clinical trials (Online Appendixes 3 to 5). Although deaths from any cause may be ascertained without adjudication, assignment of the cause of death is often of scientific, clinical, and regulatory interest in both CV and non-CV trials. When the specific cause of death is important, adjudication using standardized definitions is recommended. In developing the definitions to categorize CV deaths, non-CV deaths, and deaths of undetermined cause, the Task Force aimed to distinguish the cause of death from the mode of death, and to distinguish the primary cause from intervening causes of death. The Task Force also provided definitions to subcategorize both CV deaths and non-CV deaths, but recognized challenges to the accuracy of such subcategorization. In general, such subcategorization is not needed in clinical outcomes trials (i.e., classification as CV or non-CV death is sufficient), but may be desired for exploratory analyses aimed at understanding disease or therapeutic mechanisms.

Classification of deaths as CV or non-CV is aimed at capturing the primary cause of death. The primary cause as defined here is the underlying disease or injury that initiated the train of events resulting in death. Thus, when an acute myocardial infarction (AMI) leads to a fatal arrhythmia, the primary cause of death would be the AMI. CV deaths include deaths that result from an AMI, sudden cardiac death, death due to heart failure (HF), death due to stroke, death due to CV procedures, death due to CV hemorrhage, and death due to other CV causes. The clinical progression toward a fatal outcome is often manifested by multiple intermediate steps, and identifying the primary cause requires careful consideration. The primary cause may be distinct from both the mode of death and an intervening cause that is temporally closer and contributes to the death.

Mode of death. The mode of death is generally regarded as the physiological derangement or the biochemical disturbance produced by the cause of death and should not be substituted for the primary cause. Non-CV causes of death (e.g., renal failure), often ultimately culminate in a CV mode of death (e.g., arrhythmia) that should not be confused with a CV death. In addition, overlap between the primary cause of death and mode of death can also render subclassification of CV deaths difficult. For example, an AMI may lead to death via a variety of modes, such as arrhythmia or myocardial rupture.

Primary versus intervening causes of death. Deaths due to primary CV causes may lead to intervening non-CV comorbidities. Intervening causes of death are other conditions that contribute to death and are part of a morbid series of events that are a result of the underlying primary cause. For example, a clinical trial subject who experiences an AMI resulting in respiratory failure due to pulmonary edema may develop a fatal infectious complication of mechanical ventilation. In this case, the infection is an intervening cause of death. Such clinical scenarios are frequent and may be interpreted variably by different reviewers applying the same standardized definition.

Subclassification of CV causes of death. For the purposes of classifying a specific CV cause of death, the proposed categories are based on the primary cause rather than the mode of death or an intervening cause such as the development of progressive HF. To support consistency in the classification of death due to AMI in particular, the definition includes deaths by any CV mechanism ≤30 days after a myocardial infarction (MI) related to the immediate consequences of the MI. The period of 30 days proposed by the task force is necessarily arbitrary.

Non-CV deaths and deaths of undetermined cause. Non-CV deaths are defined as those deaths with a specific cause that is not thought to be CV in nature. Further classification of non-CV deaths is challenging because of the potential for multiple intervening causes and the need for complete knowledge of medical details that are not routinely available to a central adjudicating committee. Although not routinely necessary for outcomes trials, a suggested list of non-CV causes of death was developed by the task force if subclassification was desired. The level of detail required and the optimum classification will depend on the nature of the study population and the anticipated number and type of non-CV deaths. Therefore, this list may be adapted according to the needs of individual clinical trial investigators.

According to the definitions developed by the task force, deaths of undetermined cause should be very
few and should be assigned only when a death cannot be attributed to a CV or non-CV cause due to an extreme deficiency of information (e.g., the only available information is “patient died”). Use of this category is discouraged and should be rare in well-run clinical trials in which adequate source documentation is assiduously sought by participating investigators. A common analytic approach is to assume that all undetermined deaths are CV deaths, but the appropriate classification and analysis of undetermined causes of death depends on the population, the intervention under investigation, the duration of follow-up, and the disease process. Most importantly, the approach should be pre-specified and described in the protocol, endpoint adjudication procedures, and/or the statistical analysis plan. It should be appreciated that grouping many deaths as undetermined can create a “bias toward the null,” favoring noninferiority in a noninferiority trial and a negative result in a trial seeking to show a treatment difference.

MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION. MI is an important adverse outcome used to monitor safety in drug and device development programs and efficacy in CV trials to test therapeutic strategies. The use of a standard definition for MI enhances the ability to examine incidence rates and CV safety across different clinical trials, reducing variability caused by different MI definitions (Online Appendix 6). When used by both clinicians caring for the patient and clinical events committees (CECs) that adjudicate MI events for clinical trials, a uniform definition for MI provides an opportunity to harmonize outcome reporting and focus data capture on the essential elements necessary for the diagnosis (5-8).

In 2000, a joint European Society of Cardiology (ESC)/ACC committee redefined an acute, evolving, or recent MI by specifying that any necrosis in the setting of myocardial ischemia be labeled as MI (6). The diagnosis required a typical rise and/or gradual fall of biochemical markers (cardiac troponin [cTn] preferred) of myocardial necrosis and at least 1 of the following: 1) ischemic symptoms; 2) imaging or electrocardiographic (ECG) evidence of myocardial ischemia including pathologic Q waves; 3) pathological findings of an AMI; or 4) percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) or coronary artery bypass graft surgery (CABG) revascularization event with an increase in cardiac biomarkers. The definition was updated twice in 2007 and 2012 to identify 5 different categories of MI, discuss newer cardiac assays such as high-sensitivity cardiac troponin (hs-cTn), further differentiate myocardial injury patterns from myocardial necrosis, and revise the definition of procedure-related MI (7,8). PCI-related MI is sub-typed to include type 4A (periprocedural necrosis), type 4B (MI caused by stent thrombosis), and type 4C (MI caused by high-grade stenosis in a stented artery without evidence of thrombus or other explanation for the MI). The Third Universal Definition of MI (UDMI), published in 2012, requires >5× the 99th percentile of the upper reference limit (URL) in patients with a normal cTn pre-PCI (or a rise of cTn ≥20% if the baseline values are elevated and stable or falling) in the first 48 h, and in addition, requires evidence of acute ischemia/necrosis (clinical, ECG, imaging, or a flow-limited angiographic complication). For type 5 CABG-related MI, the biomarker threshold is >10× the 99th percentile of the URL in patients with a normal pre-procedure cTn. The Third UDMI is endorsed by the ESC/ACC/AHA and World Heart Foundation, has been adopted by the World Health Organization (WHO), and is part of the ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) and non-STEMI guidelines published by the ESC/ACC/AHA. The UDMI committee acknowledges that the biomarker thresholds for types 4A and 5 MI in the 2012 definition are, in part, arbitrary and that the Society for Cardiac Angiography and Interventions and Academic Research Consortium (ARC)-2 advocate a higher biomarker threshold to diagnose significant myocardial injury/necrosis for types 4A and 5 MI (9).

The SCTI plans to harmonize with thresholds specified in the Fourth UDMI, which is expected to be published in 2018.

The 2012 UDMI definition was published when high-sensitivity assays were being developed and in early use in Europe and prior to the approval of hs-cTn assays in the United States. In 2017, using the definition specified by the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry, the FDA approved an assay able to measure cTn values above the assay’s limit of detection in >50% of healthy individuals. Manufacturers’ recommended 99th percentile URL, for specific assays can be found on the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry website (10). The use of hs-cTn assays allows detection of smaller MIs previously characterized as unstable angina, thereby increasing the proportion of patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) classified as having had an MI. Elevated hs-cTn levels are associated with worse outcomes, including all-cause mortality (11,12).

In 2017, hs-cTn assays are in widespread use worldwide and, depending on the percent of patients enrolled from countries using hs-cTn assays, may represent a sizeable proportion of all ACS events identified for adjudication. It is important to
distinguish between myocardial injury patterns caused by acute ischemia (where a rise and/or fall in cardiac biomarkers is typically noted) and non-ischemic myocardial injury patterns where cTn values are often elevated, in some cases, chronically (e.g., HF, renal insufficiency, and tachycardia). If a patient has elevated cardiac biomarkers at presentation (time 0), a ≥20% increase in the value of the cardiac biomarkers at 3 h would enhance the sensitivity for the diagnosis of MI at some cost to specificity, as discussed in the following text. The larger the delta increase, the greater the likelihood of myocardial necrosis. A large delta in isolation is not diagnostic of MI and may be seen with acute myocarditis, aortic dissection, Takotsubo cardiomyopathy, pulmonary embolism, acute HF exacerbation with preserved or reduced ejection fraction, or acute renal failure. Comparisons to prior admission cTn values may be helpful in distinguishing new from chronic troponin elevation. Another approach would be to obtain a baseline cTn value prior to enrollment. Baseline cTn values performed through a core laboratory may also be helpful in clinical trials where the drug product is known to increase cTn, to stratify therapy according to baseline cTn risk, and to correlate magnitude of baseline cTn values with outcomes in subjects with abnormal pre-enrollment values.

According to the 2012 UDMI definition, “an increased cTn concentration is defined as a value exceeding the 99th percentile URL of a normal reference population” (8). The 2012 UDMI definition also indicates that “this discriminatory 99th percentile is designated as the decision level for the diagnosis of MI and must be determined for each specific assay with appropriate quality control in each laboratory” (8). The 2012 UDMI definition recommends the use of troponin assays that have high precision at lower concentration ranges, with analytical coefficient of variation ≤10% at the 99th percentile concentration of the URL.

For cardiac biomarkers, the 99th percentile of the URL from the respective laboratory performing the assay should be reported. Reference limits from the laboratory performing the assay are preferred over the manufacturer’s listed reference limits in an assay’s instructions for use. That said, the manufacturer’s recommended 99th percentile of the URL for the assay is often used as the cutpoint for most hospitals, due to the expense and time required to obtain a sufficiently large and diverse population of healthy people to provide a robust estimate for the 99th percentile. The 99th percentile URL used at a local hospital may be different from (usually greater than) the manufacturer’s recommended 99th percentile URL for the identical assay. The reasons a particular hospital laboratory chooses a threshold higher than the manufacturer’s recommended 99th percentile URL will not be evident to a CEC. One clinical trial approach to reduce variability between sites using different thresholds for identical assays is to routinely use the manufacturer’s recommended 99th percentile when evaluating a suspected MI event. An alternate, less satisfactory approach would be to use the local laboratory 99th percentile URL, recognizing that it will be difficult to know from the laboratory results whether a normal reference population was studied when the URL differs from the manufacturer’s recommended value. In these cases, one should expect increased variability and heterogeneity in the diagnostic ascertainment of MI.

If cTn values are unavailable, creatine kinase MB isoenzyme (CK-MB) measured by mass assay should be used. When CK-MB and cTn are simultaneously collected, cTn takes precedence over CK-MB because cTn has greater sensitivity and specificity. Hence, it is recommended that all hospitals adopt cTn as the preferred biomarker to diagnose MI. Measurement of total CK is not recommended for the routine diagnosis of AMI because of the wide tissue distribution of this enzyme.

When evaluating potential ACS events, CECs should be aware that different cTn assays are usually not biologically equivalent. Hence, a value of 22.5 ng/ml cTnI with assay X is usually not biologically equivalent to the same value obtained with assay Y. The 99th percentile value for a particular cTn assay will be dependent on the population studied (13).

A core biochemistry laboratory would obviate assay variability and could be considered in clinical trials that evaluate acute therapeutic interventions or in trials of patients with chronic cTnI elevation and where the drug product is known to increase cTn values. This is not always practical in large phase 3 trials when patients are admitted to many different hospitals, and blood collection, sample preservation, personnel costs, and shipping charges for use of a core laboratory can be prohibitive.

The diagnosis of reinfarction can be a challenge after an AMI because cTn values can remain elevated for as long as 2 weeks following the index MI event and serial ECG tracings may show evolving ST-T-wave changes. Reinfarction should be considered in patients with recurrent ischemic symptoms who exhibit recurrent ST-segment deviation. For the diagnosis of myocardial infarction and reinfarction, the UDMI definition recommends an immediate troponin measurement with a second sample at either 3 to 6 h or earlier with newer, more sensitive cTn assays. Later samples (>6 h) are required in patients
with recurrent ischemia, high-risk patients, and when the timing of symptom onset is unclear. If the cTn concentration is elevated, but stable or decreasing at the time of the suspect reinfarction, ≥20% increase in the second cTn value is required that exceeds the 99th percentile URL. If the initial cTn concentration is normal, the criteria for new AMI apply. The magnitude of the required percent increase in cTn is somewhat arbitrary. Clearly, a ≥20% increase will be less convincing and specific than a 50% increase, but a ≥20% increase will be more sensitive in detecting reinfarctions. The ≥20% change represents a significant (>2.77 standard deviations of the variation associated with an elevated baseline concentration) change in cTn on the basis of a 5% to 7% analytical total coefficient of variation.

Many conditions may confound the diagnosis of MI. In a patient with known coronary disease admitted for chest pain, MI diagnosis and subtype classification can be challenging, particularly if the patient presents with hemodynamic abnormalities, raising the possibility of type 2 supply/demand MI. The diagnosis of MI can also be challenging in development programs where a particular drug product increases cTn values and the population being studied often has chronically elevated cTn values. Good clinical judgment is required based on all of the available clinical, ECG, biomarker, and imaging data. At times, missing or incomplete biomarker data and inability to time symptom onset to biomarker acquisition can confound interpretation. Hence, all of the data should be used to classify the event. For example, a hospital admission for prolonged chest pain with angiographic evidence of an ulcerated plaque or thrombus (usually accompanied by elevated biomarkers), but with no or incomplete biomarker and ECG data submitted to a CEC for adjudication could be considered sufficient to classify the MI event as a type 1 MI. A CEC should pre-specify how to classify potential MI events where there are insufficient data to make a reliable determination, and these cases will need to be accounted for in a data analysis plan.

In the AMI setting, peak cTn or CK-MB levels for a specific assay correlate with MI size and prognosis. Therefore, in clinical trials, if the sampling interval is sufficient to detect a rise and fall, it may be useful to register the peak cTn/CK-MB value and URL to allow a rough estimate of MI size using the ratio of biomarker/URL. Arbitrary cutpoints can be chosen to quantify small, moderate, and large MI events. Some common cutpoint ratios are >1, >5, >10, >35, >70, >100, and >250. Limitations of this approach are: 1) replicate values on the same blood specimen may not reproduce the same value depending on the biomarker assay and type; and 2) the peak value observed will depend on the frequency and timing of the sampling interval after symptom onset that may vary depending on the country and the hospital-specific protocol for AMI management. Moreover, MI events treated with early reperfusion (i.e., revascularization or thrombolytics) or complicated by hemodynamic instability, HF, tachyarrhythmias, or life-threatening cardiac arrhythmias requiring cardioversion, might also affect the peak values.

MI can be classified as symptomatic or asymptomatic, the latter detected incidentally, or through protocol surveillance follow-up. In most clinical trials, routine (annual or more frequent) collection of ECG tracings is not advocated as an efficient mechanism to identify silent MI events (see the “Silent MI” section for further information). We believe that the proposed MI definitions are an important methodological advance for clinical trials. Standardized ascertainment and adjudication of MI endpoints should enable more accurate comparisons of MI rates in future trials, and, to the extent that cross-study comparisons are valid, allow better comparisons of MI rates among various drug and device trials. (Many limitations are inherent in cross-study comparisons; e.g., the number of MIs in a particular trial will depend on the sensitivity of the particular cTn assay used.)

Silent MI. The term silent MI should apply to asymptomatic patients who develop new pathological Q-wave criteria for MI detected during routine ECG follow-up or compared with a prior visit, or who have cardiac imaging evidence of MI that cannot be directly attributed to an interim ACS event or coronary revascularization procedure. In studies where serial ECG analyses were conducted, silent Q-wave myocardial infarction (QMI) accounted for 9% to 37% of all nonfatal MI events and was associated with a significantly increased mortality risk (14,15). Improper lead placement, QRS confounders, or technical error (mislabeled patient name or lead reversal) may result in what appear to be new Q waves or QS complexes, compared with a prior tracing. Thus, the diagnosis of a new silent QMI should be supported by a repeat ECG with correct lead placement, focused questioning about potential interim ischemic symptoms, verification that the name on the ECG corresponds to the patient in question, or an imaging study. An echocardiogram is useful if it detects wall motion abnormalities in the region of interest. However, normal wall motion does not exclude MI, and other imaging techniques such as radionuclide or cardiac magnetic resonance studies may be required to establish the diagnosis.
There is no firm consensus on how frequently to monitor for ECG evidence of silent QMI or whether surveillance for silent MI events should be routinely implemented for particular trials.

Serial monitoring of patients who have had a symptomatic QMI event reveals Q-wave regression in a substantial number of patients (16). Q-wave regression is more common with less severe Q-wave findings and when a single ECG territory is involved (anterior, inferior, or lateral). It may be reasonable to perform annual ECGs in clinical trials to monitor for silent QMI events if the study population is expected to have an accelerated rate of atherosclerotic events. Such patients include but are not limited to those with known or multivessel coronary artery disease (CAD) and patients with multiple atherosclerotic risk factors. When a core ECG laboratory detects a silent QMI or an investigator on routine protocol-mandated follow-up visits detects a silent MI event with ECG or imaging evidence, an MI dossier should be prepared for the CEC that includes the baseline tracing prior to randomization, interim event ECG tracings (ACS, post-coronary revascularization), protocol-mandated interval ECG tracings, and imaging evidence when available. In the review of potential silent MI events, it is recommended that the final CEC adjudication takes precedence over ECG core laboratory readings. Whether to include silent MI events in the overall assessment of MIs should be discussed with the FDA prior to study conduct.

HOSPITALIZATION FOR UNSTABLE ANGINA. Hospitalization for unstable angina (UA) is often included as an endpoint in CV clinical trials. Compared with conventional endpoints, such as death and MI, UA seems more challenging to define given the subjective assessment of the index symptoms leading to hospitalization.

Along with STEMI and non-STEMI, UA is part of the clinical spectrum of ACS. According to the National Center for Health Statistics, UA comprised 43% and 28% of the hospitalizations for primary or secondary diagnosis of ACS in 2004 and in 2010, respectively (17,18). Given the higher sensitivity of current cTn assays to detect myocardial necrosis, some have questioned whether a category for UA should still exist (19), because many events previously classified as UA are now identified as MIs. The task force recognizes the need for objective criteria and defines hospitalization for UA by: 1) the character and duration of ischemic symptoms; 2) proximity of symptom onset to hospitalization; 3) duration of hospitalization; 4) at least 1 of the following: a. resting ECG evidence of acute myocardial ischemia; b. exercise or pharmacological stress testing evidence of inducible myocardial ischemia that is believed to be responsible for the ischemic symptoms/signs; c. angiographic evidence of new or worsening obstructive coronary artery disease and/or intracoronary thrombus that is believed to be responsible for the ischemic symptoms/signs; OR d. need for coronary revascularization of the presumed culprit lesion(s), as defined in c; and 5) negative cardiac biomarkers and no evidence of AMI (Online Appendix 7).

Electrocardiographic changes at the time of diagnosis are critical and include the presence or absence of ST-segment deviation and T-wave inversion, morphology of ST-segment deviation (e.g., new horizontal or downsloping ST-segment depression; new transient ST-segment elevation), and the magnitude of these changes. See Online Appendix 7 for the full criteria. Escalation of pharmacotherapy to treat ischemia may be supportive but is not diagnostic of UA.

Similar to the diagnosis of MI, many conditions may confound the diagnosis of UA. By definition, UA is cardiac biomarker negative with no evidence of AMI.

STROKE AND TRANSIENT ISCHEMIC ATTACK. Stroke is a common endpoint in CV clinical trials. Available in the public domain since 2009, the stroke definition is unique in that it combines a definition appropriate for use in clinical trials with a clinically relevant outcome measure (e.g., modified Rankin disability scale) (Online Appendix 8). Although the SCTI reviewed existing definitions for stroke and transient ischemic attack, including those published by the AHA and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (20-23), compared with other stroke definitions, the SCTI definition emphasizes the clinically relevant consequences of vascular brain injury to determine the safety or effectiveness of an intervention by including a measure of functional outcome (Online Appendix 8).

The information available to define stroke events varies according to trial design. For example, stroke can be a primary outcome event in a clinical trial for determining the effectiveness of a treatment to prevent stroke, or it can be an adverse safety event in trials where stroke is not the target disease. As an efficacy outcome, stroke can be the only outcome or 1 component of a composite outcome such as death, MI, and stroke. Hence, the SCTI's definition is adaptable to the many different roles that stroke
plays as a clinical trial outcome and to the data available in the circumstances of a specific trial. Despite any differences imposed by trial design, the definition is linked to a consistent measure of effectiveness and safety across all trials.

The stroke definition minimizes technological and conceptual constraints, so that the precision of diagnosis can vary according to the relative importance of stroke in a particular trial. The unifying concept driving the definition is that stroke is a marker of potentially disabling vascular brain injury. For example, in one trial, detection of disability can require clinical assessments only when a patient reports symptoms. In other trials, there can be significant concern for even small changes in neurological function that justify the added expense of repeated brain imaging and detailed clinical stroke scales. In some trials, it can be important to know whether there is evidence of brain injury before a subject is enrolled.

Disability is a key concept in the SCTI definition. The definition is tied to a measure of disability to assess the clinically relevant consequences of vascular brain injury. The modified Rankin Scale (24) is included in the definition as an example of a suitable measure for this purpose. This simple scale would impose a minimal burden if used on all patients in all trials while providing a uniform measure of the severity of an individual stroke that could be understood across trials regardless of the population studied or the trial design. Significant brain injuries have a wide range of presentation. A uniform measure of disability makes the clinical significance of a stroke consistent across trials without specifying the use of a particular technology to assess brain injury. The focus is on the clinical significance of the presenting symptoms and any associated persistent disability as measured, for example, by the modified Rankin scale.

It is not feasible to create an algorithm to define stroke that would work for all trials and could be implemented without the exercise of clinical judgment when preparing the protocol, case report forms, and process for adjudication. Implementation of the stroke definition for a specific trial requires clinical judgment derived from a broad knowledge of the varied clinical features of stroke. The definition has flexibility that allows adaptation to the practical limits on the amount of information available for any given trial. How a specific trial implements the definition requires input from vascular neurologists and/or other experts with experience in stroke diagnosis and clinical management. If it is important, for example, to determine the stroke type, imaging to distinguish ischemic from hemorrhagic stroke may be required. A trial of an acute stroke intervention may require vascular imaging and performance of a clinical stroke scale acutely and 3 months later to assess severity and disability. The aim is for clinical trials to apply the stroke definition to assess the clinically relevant consequences of vascular brain injury.

The SCTI focused on the core definition and requirements and repeatedly resisted the temptation to generate an extensive list of desirable measures of brain injury in recognition of the wide array of trials to which the definition would be applied and the pace of innovation in the field. In an acute stroke trial, a diagnosis must be made in minutes; extensive testing comes with the cost of time, which can adversely affect the outcome under study. In stroke prevention trials, strokes may not come to an investigator's attention in time for specific tests to be performed. The treating physicians may not even realize the subject is in a trial until after the patient is discharged from the hospital. Requiring specific tests that are not universally available may lead to missing data and the failure to count significant events. A brief and reliable disability scale would remain practical in all of these situations because it can be measured after the event (e.g., 3 months) at a clinic visit with a trial investigator. This measure can also be obtained during a phone interview. In other trials, stroke may be expected to be a rare event. For these trials, serial assessments in all subjects can screen for clinically significant events that increased disability. Unexplained changes in the modified Rankin scale could precipitate a more extensive evaluation for causes that may include stroke.

The result is a definition that is broadly applicable to the wide array of trials that address 1 or more aspects of cerebrovascular disease and that maintains a uniform clinical significance of stroke outcomes across trials.

An example of an implementation of the definition is the endpoints proposed independently by the NeuroARC group for neurological outcomes focusing primarily on CV interventions (25). Like NeuroARC, we agree that standardized approaches for ascertainment and definition of neurological endpoints in clinical trials are important. The SCTI definitions were created to allow more generalized use across all clinical trials evaluating CV endpoints and do not require a particular imaging modality to define stroke. Hence, the SCTI definitions are more suitable for implementation in global clinical trials, where sites may not have access to advanced imaging techniques. In addition, the SCTI definitions allow the use of symptom persistence to distinguish transient
ischemia from acute infarction, but leave the specific definition of persistence to stroke experts participating in the design of each trial. In summary, the SCTI definitions are more applicable to a wide variety of clinical trial designs that have stroke or TIA endpoints while maintaining a consistent assessment of the clinical significance of these events across trials.

**HF Event.** Hospitalized and nonhospitalized HF events are relevant endpoints in HF trials and trials of non-HF therapies in which the therapy might affect the risk of HF. An HF event includes hospitalizations for HF and urgent outpatient visits, and is defined as a constellation of signs, symptoms, diagnostic testing, and HF-directed therapy, as described in the following text (Online Appendix A). For the purpose of study reporting, HF hospitalizations and urgent HF visits should be collected and reported separately.

**HF hospitalization.** An HF hospitalization has been associated with an increased subsequent risk of mortality (26), and this endpoint has been a relevant discriminator of tested therapies in clinical trials. To fulfill the criteria for an HF hospitalization, a patient is required to have an unscheduled hospital admission for a primary diagnosis of HF with a length of stay that either exceeds 24 h or crosses a calendar day (if hospital admission and discharge times are unavailable). The patient is also required to have typical signs, symptoms, and diagnostic testing results consistent with the diagnosis of HF (27). Laboratory findings consistent with HF include elevated natriuretic peptides, radiological evidence of congestion, and either echocardiographic or invasive evidence of elevated filling pressures. In addition to these signs and symptoms, the patient should also receive treatment specifically directed at HF, including at least 1 of the following: 1) significant augmentation in oral diuretic therapy; 2) initiation of intravenous diuretic (even a single dose) or vasoactive agent (e.g., vasodilator, vasopressor, or inotropic therapy); or 3) mechanical circulatory support or fluid removal. Significant augmentation of oral diuretic therapy is defined, for example, as the doubling of loop diuretic dose; initiation of maintenance loop diuretic therapy; or initiation of combination diuretic therapy to relieve congestion. Combination diuretic therapy could include: 1) a thiazide-type diuretic (e.g., hydrochlorothiazide, metolazone, or chlorothiazide) plus a loop diuretic; or 2) a mineralocorticoid receptor antagonist (e.g., spironolactone or eplerenone) plus a loop diuretic. Mechanical fluid removal includes ultrafiltration, hemofiltration, and dialysis as well as thoracentesis or paracentesis for HF management. Each criterion of the HF hospitalization definition has been associated with increased risk.

**Urgent outpatient visits.** To satisfy the criteria for a nonhospitalized HF event, the patient must have an urgent, unscheduled office or emergency visit for HF with signs, symptoms, and diagnostic testing results identical to those already described for an HF hospitalization. The patient must also (with the exception of significant augmentation in oral diuretic therapy) require therapy similar to that previously described for an HF hospitalization. It is important to note that clinic visits for scheduled administration of HF therapies or procedures (e.g., intravenous diuretics, intravenous vasoactive agents, or mechanical fluid removal) do not qualify as nonhospitalized HF events.

The inclusion of these events in the definition will ensure optimal capture of IIF events despite differences in the threshold for hospitalization worldwide and increasing pressure, especially in the United States, to reduce the number of HF hospitalizations. HF events that are not hospitalizations, if based on strict criteria, have prognostic significance similar to HF hospitalizations (28,29).

**PERCUTANEOUS CORONARY INTERVENTION.** Catheter-based cardiac procedures remain the cornerstone of diagnostic and therapeutic modalities for many patients with CAD. Although these procedures are primarily focused on coronary anatomic characteristics, invasive coronary imaging is still considered a gold standard on which the sensitivity and specificity of noninvasive diagnostic tests rely. The tools used in diagnostic invasive coronary procedures include angiography, intravascular ultrasound, and optical coherence tomography. Fractional flow reserve is increasingly utilized to assess the functional severity of anatomically intermediate coronary artery lesions to guide clinically appropriate revascularization.

PCI procedures can have mechanistic and clinical objectives. The primary mechanistic objective is to enhance myocardial blood flow by increasing coronary luminal area in significantly stenotic lesions. The clinical goals of PCI are most often targeted toward relieving (or improving) symptoms in patients with angina or improving survival and preserving left ventricular function (and reducing the risk of HF) in patients with ACS. Therapeutic devices used in interventional cardiology procedures include percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty balloons, cutting/scoring balloons, atherectomy devices, bare-metal stents, metallic drug-eluting stents (DES) with durable or biodegradable polymer coatings, and fully bioabsorbable drug-eluting scaffolds. Each of these
interventional cardiology device types has its own expected rates of procedural and long-term performance. Over the course of the past 3 decades, device innovation has progressed to address the limitations of prior technologies: 1) bare-metal stents were developed to prevent acute recoil and abrupt vessel closure as well as negative arterial remodeling associated with percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty; 2) DES reduce repeat revascularization rates by inhibiting neointimal proliferation that occurs within bare-metal stents; 3) DES with biodegradable polymer coatings were produced with the hope of reducing the risk of late adverse vascular responses to permanent polymers; and 4) it is hoped that fully bioabsorbable drug-eluting scaffolds may restore normal arterial vasomotion and prevent very late restenosis associated with the presence of a permanent metallic stent. Further, substantial advances in procedural techniques and in device design have allowed operators to treat patients with increasingly complex clinical presentations and coronary lesion morphologies.

In clinical trials enrolling patients with established CAD or CV risk factors, it is expected that many patients will have coronary events or symptoms suggestive of coronary insufficiency during the course of the study. Many of these patients will undergo invasive coronary artery assessments and catheter-based interventions. Because of the heterogeneity of clinical presentations and the types of coronary interventions, a common set of interventional cardiology clinical and anatomic event definitions provide a uniform language and approach for clinical study data capture. Importantly, ascertainment of specific data elements depends on the type and objectives of the clinical trial itself. For
example, a study examining 2 coronary revascularization strategies (e.g., PCI vs. CAGB or an investigational DES vs. an approved DES) would be expected to collect highly detailed coronary artery anatomic and revascularization procedural data to assess the comparative safety and effectiveness of the treatment groups. Conversely, much less granular anatomic and revascularization procedural information would be needed in a trial of an investigational diabetes or HF drug in patients with established CAD.

The interventional cardiology definitions presented in Online Appendix 10 are primarily relevant to PCI trials. These definitions include a description of coronary arterial segments, coronary flow grades, and selected adverse events (mostly associated with revascularization procedures such as abrupt vessel closure, arterial dissection, and restenosis). The definitions distinguish among target lesions, target vessels, and nontarget lesions/vessels, and some include anatomic and clinical features. For example, clinically driven target lesion revascularization, the most common primary endpoint in trials to assess the safety and effectiveness of coronary stents, includes a lesion severity metric (a target lesion diameter stenosis >70%) and evidence of clinical or physiological ischemia. Composite endpoints that have been useful in coronary revascularization studies, such as target lesion/vessel failure, are presented; these composites combine safety (cardiac death and MI related to the target vessel) and effectiveness (ischemia-driven revascularization of the target lesion/vessel) elements. Finally, the list provides definitions of specific access-site complications of interest.

PERIPHERAL VASCULAR INTERVENTION. With the advances in technology now emerging for patients with noncardiac peripheral vascular diseases, the definitions described here are designed to uniformly capture outcomes in clinical trials (Online Appendix 11). Given that the preponderance of trials is in the peripheral arterial vascular bed, we have chosen to concentrate endpoint definitions on extracranial and peripheral arterial trials, and have not attempted to define venous intervention trials. Endpoint definitions related to carotid/cerebral revascularization, peripheral arterial surgical revascularization, and treatment of aortic diseases are also beyond the scope of this publication.

The definitions in this section highlight both the resolution of the hemodynamically significant arterial obstruction while ameliorating symptoms prompting the intervention, particularly in the lower extremity arteries. In the lower extremity arteries, there are different clinical syndromes, often based on the timing of onset and severity of symptoms. We recognize the importance of the timing and type of intervention based on the acuity of the symptoms, thereby defining elective, urgent, and emergent cases.

Anatomically, we attempted to highlight the differences between the "culprit" lesion resulting in the need for intervention as opposed to the artery in which the target lesion exists. This difference
between target lesion and target vessel is important in comparing the effectiveness of different devices for the treatment of the same arterial segment.

Finally, we highlight the importance of independent adjudication of anatomic outcomes in follow-up of devices used in peripheral artery interventions.

**STEM THEROMBOSIS.** According to the classification proposed by the ARC (30), the definition of stent thrombosis relies on: 1) the timing of the event; and 2) likelihood of thrombosis as the proximate cause (Online Appendix 12). The time interval for defining stent thrombosis begins after successful completion of the procedure. Stent thrombosis can be reported as a cumulative value over time or within the specific time periods as follows: 1) early (0 to 30 days); 2) late (31 days to 1 year); and 3) very late (>1 year). Early stent thrombosis also includes acute (0 to 24 h) and subacute (1 to 30 days) intervals. Stent thrombosis is defined as definite, probable, or possible. Definite stent thrombosis is defined as occurring in the setting of ACS when there is confirmation of stent occlusion or thrombus by angiography or autopsy examination. Probable stent thrombosis is defined as death occurring within 30 days that cannot be attributed to another cause, or when MI occurs at any time point and is attributable to the target vessel without angiographic confirmation of another culprit lesion. Possible stent thrombosis is defined as death occurring later than 30 days that cannot be attributed to another cause. Classification of these events requires the following key information: clinical details surrounding the acute event; dates and procedural information for all prior stent placement procedures; serial ECGs at the time of the event and, for appropriate duration of follow-up, serial cardiac biomarkers confirming MI; clinical details surrounding all deaths, including death certificate and autopsy report; and review of coronary angiograms by either an independent angiographic core laboratory or independent CEC. When available data satisfy the criteria for more than 1 classification, the highest level of certainty should be reported.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

This publication is the product of a collaboration among academia, clinical experts, industry, and the FDA. The aim of this collaboration is to develop uniform definitions for CV and stroke outcomes and to simplify the design and conduct of clinical trials intended to support marketing applications (Central Illustration, Figure 1).

Since the inception of the SCTI in 2009, use of these definitions at the FDA has enhanced the ability to aggregate data within and across medical product development programs, conduct meta-analyses to evaluate CV safety, integrate data from multiple trials, and compare effectiveness of drugs and devices.

Further study is needed to determine whether prospective data collection using these common definitions improves the design, conduct, and interpretability of the results of clinical trials.
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